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A major challenge towards nanophotonics is the integration of nanoemitters on optical chips. Combining the
optical properties of nanoemitters with the benefits of integration and scalability of integrated optics is still a
major issue to overcome. In this work, we demonstrate the integration of nanoemitters positioned in a controlled
manner onto a substrate and onto an optical ion-exchanged glass waveguide via direct laser writing based on two-
photon polymerization. Our nanoemitters are colloidal CdSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs) embedded in polymeric
nanostructures. By varying the laser parameters during the patterning process, we make size-controlled QD-
polymer nanostructures that were systematically characterized using optical and structural methods.
Structures as small as 17 nm in height were fabricated. The well-controlled QD-polymer nanostructure systems
were then successfully integrated onto a new photonic platform for nanophotonics made of an ion-exchanged
waveguide. We show that our QDs maintain their light emitting quality after integration as verified by photo-
luminescence (PL) measurements. Ultimately, QD emission coupled to our waveguides is detected through a
home-built fiber-edge coupling PL measurement setup. Our results show the potential for future integration
of nanoemitters onto complex photonic chips. © 2020 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.392706

1. INTRODUCTION

Luminescent colloidal semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have
already proven to be promising solid-state nanoemitters in the
fields of nanophotonics and quantum optics [1–8]. For the prac-
tical realization of scalable photonic devices, one of the key re-
quirements is the ability to integrate QDs onto specific optical
chip locations. Many approaches have been explored, including
electron beam lithography (EBL) [9–12], capillary force [13,14],
optical trapping [15,16], and atomic force microscopy (AFM)
transfer methods [17,18]. However, these methods have some
limitations such as complicated operations, high manufacturing
costs, and multiple fabricating steps [19,20].

Direct laser writing (DLW) based on two-photon polymeri-
zation (TPP) has been employed for producing one-dimensional
(1D), two-dimensional (2D), and three-dimensional (3D) arbi-
trary microscale and even nanoscale polymeric structures in a fast
and simple manner with high positioning and laser writing accu-
racy [21–24]. In the conventional DLW-TPP process, a pulsed
laser is tightly focused to a diffraction-limited spot within the

volume of liquid photopolymers. Due to a two-photon absorp-
tion (TPA) process [25], photo-polymerization (crosslinking of
photopolymer) is triggered to form arbitrary hollow 3D poly-
meric structures by scanning the laser. Recently, embedding nano-
emitters into a photopolymer host matrix has been exploited to
produce QD-polymer composites by photo-polymerization,
which joins the active light-emitting property of QDs together
with the technological feasibilities of the polymer matrix [26–29].
Au et al. and Shi et al. fabricated photonic structures based on
QD-polymer nanocomposites [30,31]; however, integrating these
QD-polymer nanocomposites onto the pre-existing or preselected
waveguides is still a challenge. Photonic circuits made of glass and
integrated with QD-polymer nanocomposites via DLW-TPP
have not been reported so far.

In this work, we demonstrate the integration of photonic
devices with nanoemitters via DLW-TPP. A development
of a conventional DLW-TPP platform enables transferring
of size-controlled QD-polymer nanocomposites onto prese-
lected optical substrates with sub-micrometer-scale precision.
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We succeeded in creating single QD-polymer nanostructures
on the top surface and at the center of ion-exchanged optical
waveguides (IEWs). IEWs are interesting candidates for future
nanophotonic applications as they are fairly easy to fabricate,
are cheap, can be connected to an optical fiber, and can be fab-
ricated in a scalable way [32]. We demonstrate the light cou-
pling from the QDs inside the polymer into our waveguides via
photoluminescence (PL) measurements. This work indicates a
good prospect towards a practical realization of deterministic
integration of nanoemitters onto complex photonic devices.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The standard DLW-TPP process is executed with a Nanoscribe
Professional GT printer [33,34], which is powered by a femto-
second near-infrared laser at 780 nm, operating with ∼100 fs
pulse duration, 80 MHz repetition rate, and maximum mean
power of Pmax ≈ 20 mW (measured after the focusing objec-
tive). Photoresist is drop-casted on a 22 mm × 22 mm ×
0.17 mm transparent glass coverslip mounted on x-y-z piezo-
electric translation stages imaged by a 100 times immersion oil
high resolution optical microscope objective, as shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1(a). In this conventional DLW-TPP configu-
ration, a typical working distance of the oil immersion objective
is less than 170 μm, which makes this approach be used only
for thin substrates. If one wants to use this method on another
substrate containing waveguides in plane or on a silicon on in-
sulator (SOI) substrate, some developments are necessary in
order to do DLW-TPP. Bückmann et al. proposed dipping
the microscope objective directly into a special photoresist
material [35]. However, commercially available oil immer-
sion-type microscope objectives are not designed for direct
use with the photoresist material instead of the immersion
oil. Moreover, diversity of substrate shapes and sizes limits
its mounting on standard substrate holders. Thus, a need exists

for developing a DLW-TPP configuration that can transfer
QD-polymer nanocomposites onto thicker optical substrates.

Here, we used a DLW-TPP platform with a “sandwich” con-
figuration for integrating QD-polymer nanocomposites on com-
plex photonic chips, as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The
photosensitive polymer liquid is made by adding 1% of phenyl-
bis (2, 4, 6-trimethylbenzoyl) phosphine oxide (IRG819) photo-
initiator and 10% monomethyl ether hydroquinone (MEHQ)
inhibitor into 1 mL pentaerythritol triacrylate (PETA) monomer
containing 2 mg red QDs (CdSe/ZnS). The red QDs have an
emission at 590 nm. First of all, two tungsten microwires with
25 μm diameters are placed directly between a coverslip and a
face-down thick substrate (with diverse sizes and shapes) for cre-
ating a free space. Secondly, the polymer liquid containing QDs
is placed into the space left by the wires thanks to the capillary
force. Then, a laser is focused at the interface between the poly-
mer liquid and the substrate during the patterning process.
Finally, the non-exposed parts of the photopolymer liquid are
subsequently removed using an acetone solution, resulting in
a QD-polymer nanocomposite on the thick substrate, which
is our ion-exchanged glass waveguide. The final QD-polymer
nanocomposite (fabricated by the standard or our developed
DLW-TPP method) is depicted schematically in Fig. 1(d).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The oval-shape volume of the photo-polymerized resist inside
the focused laser beam, called voxel [see schematic Fig. 1(d)],
represents the ultimate resolution reachable during the DLW
fabrication. Previous efforts for improving the precision of vox-
els by changing the laser writing power P and the laser exposure
time T have been demonstrated on conventional DLW-TPP
platforms [36–38]. With our developed sandwich platform,
we can also control the laser power P and exposure time T .
We systematically investigate the size of the QD-polymer nano-
structures obtained with varying P and T by fabricating arrays

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the conventional DLW-TPP platform. (b), (c) Cross section and 3D illustration of our developed DLW-TPP platform for
thick substrates. The red dots represent QDs dispersed inside the polymer liquid. The white dashed line shows the control of the laser focus height,
which is indicated with H . (d) Schematic of a single QDs-polymer voxel presenting a typical oval shape.
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of 6 × 5 voxels (with pitches of 1 μm) on silica substrates
(10 mm × 10 mm × 1.2 mm). Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show, re-
spectively, the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and AFM
images of the QD-polymer nanostructure voxels fabricated on a
silica substrate. Clearly, it can be seen that by adjusting the laser
power and exposure time the diameter and height of the voxels
can be controlled with high spatial accuracy. The dependence of
T on the voxel dimensions (diameter and height) is shown in
Fig. 2(c). The relationship between voxel size and laser power is
shown in Fig. 2(d). As expected, diameter and height decrease
along with the decreasing P and T . Consequently, this is an
efficient way of controlling the volume of voxels by carefully
adjusting P and T to control the amount of energy applied to
the QD-polymer resin. The dimension of voxel structures can be
scaled down to ∼17 nm in height and ∼125 nm in diameter
(with P � 10 mW, T � 1 ms), as shown in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f)
by an AFM profile and image. In fact, four small “bumps” can also
be observed in Fig. 2(f) (marked with white dashed circles), which
are QDs surrounded by a polymer layer. That might be due to the
thermal diffusion, which results in QDs being partially ejected
outside the voxel during the TPP process. In this case, we can
speculate that a handful of QDs should be trapped inside the
polymeric voxel and 5 or 6 QDs are estimated by calculating
the distribution density of QDs and the volume of the voxel (for
detailed estimation of the number of QDs, see Appendix A).

In addition, as shown in Fig. 1(b), the DLW-TPP set-up is
equipped with x-y-z translation stages that allows tuning the
laser focal position (H ) during the patterning process. We thus
fabricated an array of QD-polymer voxels to investigate the
possibility for further reducing the voxel size, as shown in
Fig. 2(g). The dependences of the voxel size on the laser focal
height H is shown in Fig. 2(h). We point out the potential of
this control for the practical integration of single QDs inside
these polymer nanostructures that can be positioned onto chips
by simply changing the voxel volume, specifically by adjusting
P, T , and H . This method can be also used for fabricating a
single layer of QDs (Appendix A). Another approach for reduc-
ing the QD number embedded in polymeric structures is to
decrease QD mass concentration in the polymer liquid. We
investigated this approach with three different concentrations
of QDs and observed a decrease of PL as a function of the QD
concentration as we would expect (see Appendix B).

The quantum efficiency of QDs might be degraded after the
high temperature fabrication method. In our work, a ligand was
introduced onto the QDs surface before preparing our polymer
mixture for improving the QD stability and avoiding the pho-
tobleaching [33]. The PL image shown in Fig. 2(i) also reveals
the stable light emission property of the QD-polymer nano-
composites, which makes it possible to use them as nanoemit-
ters. In order to characterize the PL of these QD-polymer

Fig. 2. Characterization of QD-polymer voxels. Tilt-view (a) SEM image and (b) AFM image of the voxel array with laser powers P (10 to 20 mW
using 2 mW steps) and exposure time T (1 to 5 ms using 1 ms steps). The default valueH in this sample is 0 nm. (c), (d) Dependence of the height
and diameter of single voxel structures in function of P and T , respectively. P � 20 mW in (c), T � 5 ms in (d). (e) AFM line profile of the QD-
polymer voxels with P � 10 mW marked with black dashed area in (b). The peak marked with the red dashed circle indicates the profile of the
smallest voxel with T � 1 ms, which is shown in the AFM image (not to scale) in (f ). Four dots marked with white dashed circles are QDs
surrounded by a polymer layer. Tilt-view (b) SEM image and (h) size dependence of an array of voxel structures by only changing the focal plane
H (0 to 500 nm using 50 nm steps), with P � 20 mW and T � 5 ms. (i) Measured PL image of a voxel array with 5 μm of distance between voxels.
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voxels, we also measured the PL emitted by each voxel. For
that, we made an array of QD-polymer voxels with the distance
large enough between the voxels (5 μm) so that we can avoid
the illumination from the neighboring voxels. Figure 2(i) shows
the far-field fluorescence image of the array excited by a light-
emitting diode (LED) source emitting at 450 nm within an
∼30 μm × 10 μm field of view. The emitting light was then
filtered by a 530 nm long-pass filter and recorded by an elec-
tron-multiplying CCD camera. Bright points with different
intensities are clearly visible and correspond to the QDs emis-
sion from voxels with different volumes. As we are able to con-
trol the size of the voxels at will, we can therefore control the
number of QDs inside.

The refractive index of the pure PETA polymer changes
from 1.485 to 1.52 before and after the DLW-TPP measured
by spectroscopic ellipsometry [39,40]. It has been demon-
strated that doping nanoparticles/QDs into the polymer matrix
can increase the equivalent refractive index of the composites
[41–43]. In our case, the bulk refractive index is 2.549 for CdSe
and 1.533 for MEHQ. Therefore, it is speculated that the
equivalent refractive index of the QD-polymer composites
should be at least 1.52. A more accurate value can be obtained
by a complex measurement, which should take into account
not only the QDs doping ratio, but also the printing laser
power and the homogeneity of QDs inside the composites.

One of the main motivations of this work is to create site-
controlled QDs as nanosources for subsequent use in optical
channels. Although the transfer of emission from QDs into

optical circuits has been shown using various integration meth-
ods [44–46], DLW-TPP has never been used so far for realizing
photonics devices with ion-exchanged glass waveguides. In or-
der to confirm the potential of our developed approach in this
context, we combined IEWs (10 mm × 10 mm × 3 mm typi-
cal size) with our QD-polymer nanostructures acting as effi-
cient light sources in the visible wavelength range. Figure 3(a)
shows an SEM image of the IEWs. The 3D schematic of the
IEW is shown in the inset of Fig. 3(a). Each waveguide has a
width of about 2 μm, a depth of about 2 μm, and is separated
from neighboring waveguides by ∼51 μm. In our case, surface
buried IEWs are beneficial for this application due to their flex-
ibility to be tailored into various applications, with relatively
simple and economic fabrication [32,47,48]. IEWs have a gra-
dient index profile due to the index increment as ions diffuse
further into the glass substrate to form waveguides (more details
in Appendix C). Figure 3(b) shows the integration of QD-
polymer nanostructures on different waveguides by controlling
voxel parameters. Furthermore, Fig. 3(c) shows QD-polymer
voxels integrated on the same waveguide. The results prove the
ability of our method for controlling the position of the nano-
structures with high precision. Figure 3(d) shows the SEM im-
age of the QD-polymer nanostructure located at the center of
the waveguide, which has the diameter of 347 nm and 335 nm
in height measured by AFM. The enlarged details in the inset of
Fig. 3(d) show its near semi-ellipsoid shape. A significant far-
field QD emission is observed in Fig. 3(e) (red emission spot,
filtered by a 580 nm long-pass filter). The results show evidence

Fig. 3. (a) SEM image of IEWs coated with a 4 nm thick conducting carbon layer. The schematic 3D view of the IEWs is shown in the inset.
Integration of single QD-polymer voxels (b) on top and at the center of different waveguides and (c) several on the same waveguide, respectively.
(d) SEM image of a single QD-polymer voxel on a single IEW; the inset shows the enlarged SEM image of the structure. (e) Far-field emission of the
voxel in (d). The white dashed line indicates the outline of the IEW.
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of the presence of QDs inside the polymer nanostructures and
their stability of light emitting properties after the DLW-TPP
process.

Figure 4(a) shows the schematic of QD emission radiated to
the far field and coupled into the corresponding waveguide.
Here, the QD-polymer voxel shown in Fig. 3(d) is used for
measuring the emission using the two different configurations.
The far-field QD emission can be collected by a multimode
fiber towards a commercial portable spectrometer with a
Peltier-cooled detector. The QD emission coupled to the
IEW is collected by a facet-coupled fiber and detected by a
CCD-cooled grating spectrometer (more measurement details
are described in Appendix D). The recorded far-field spectrum
shows an apparent peak at 588.5 nm with an FWHM of about
43.1 nm, which is indicative of our CdSe/ZnS QD-like emis-
sion signatures, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

Figure 4(c) shows the extracted spectrum from the side col-
lection of the waveguides. We observe a narrow luminescence
peak at 591.1 nm with an FWHM of about only 8 nm. The
wavelength at maximum intensity is in very good agreement
with the far-field spectrum presented above, which indicates
that the QDs emission was coupled into the waveguide.
The PL images were obtained and measured at the end of
the waveguides (not shown). The spectrum with high intensity
between 500 and 560 nm represents the 532 nm excitation
laser, and the broad spectral emission between 600 and 700 nm
is due to the fluorescence from IEW substrates itself. This is
verified by the measured PL spectrum performed on a bare sub-
strate IEW without the QD-polymer nanostructure, as plotted
in the gray solid line. Interestingly, there is a strong discrepancy
of PL spectrum FWHM between QD emission into the far
field and into the IEW. This discordance is related to the dis-
similarities in the PL measurement conditions. Because of the
evanescence of the guided mode above the glass surface [49],
it is expected that the QD-waveguide coupling efficiency
decreases exponentially from the surface to the center of the

polymer nanostructure (as simulated in Appendix E). As a con-
sequence, only a few or perhaps even a single QD localized at
a very short distance from the waveguide interface will be
coupled to the waveguide. A single photon anti-bunching ex-
periment would be required to assess the coupling of only a
single QD. On the other hand, the far-field emission is col-
lected from an ensemble of QDs embedded into the polymer
voxel, and, as such, we obtained the typical emission due to
different QD diameters [50]. This certainly causes an inhomo-
geneous broadening of the collected emission line shape
[51–53], resulting in the broad QD emission peak in Fig. 4(b)
(simulated results shown in Appendix F).

In addition, we also measured the waveguide-coupled QD
emission for the QD-polymer voxels with different volumes
on different waveguides. However, no significant QD emission
was ever detected even for some larger and bigger voxels. This
could be because in a bigger volume, the spatial distribution for
QDs is larger, and there is less chance of finding a QD at the
interface and at the right location on the waveguide. While for
smaller voxels, embedded QDs are more concentrated near the
surface, a small voxel means less embedded QDs and low-
intensity emission. Further investigations need to be done in
order to push the limits of the fabrication and characterization
process and carefully control the number of QDs embedded in
the polymeric nanostructures.

4. CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, we demonstrated the capability of the DLW-TPP
method for enabling the positioning of nanoemitters on a thick
substrate leading to the coupling of light to a photonic optical
chip. Based on this technique, the control of three fabrication
parameters, namely, the laser power, the exposure time, and the
focal height, provides a control of the QD-polymer voxel size,
which is strongly related to the volume of the voxels, all con-
firmed by far-field PL measurements. Single QD-polymer

Fig. 4. (a) Schematic of QD emission measurement. (b) Spectrum of far-field emission emitted from the single QD-polymer nanostructure on the
IEWwith a Gaussian fit (red line). (c) Normalized extracted spectrum collected from the waveguide facet by a single mode fiber. The black line is for
the nanoemitters placed on the IEW, while the gray line is for the IEW without nanoemitters on top.
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nanostructures have been successfully integrated at the center of
an ion-exchanged optical glass waveguide for the first time, to
the best of our knowledge. The QD emission was measured
from the waveguide facet by our home-built measurement
setup. The extracted spectrum of our QD emission showed
a narrow peak at 590 nm, which is in good agreement with
the far-field measurement results and suggests that the PL from
only few QDs is efficiently coupled into the waveguide. This
shows the high potential of QD-polymer nanostructures for
nanosources of light positioned onto glass photonic circuits.
Future work will focus on improvements of the emission effi-
ciency from QDs into the waveguide to enable the efficient
detection of single QD emission from the waveguide facet for
smaller integrated QD-polymer nanostructures. Finally, our de-
veloped DLW-TPP technique opens an exciting route for the
top-down deterministic integration of QD or other quantum
emitters such as colored centers in nanodiamonds within future
complex quantum photonic circuits.

APPENDIX A: FABRICATION OF SINGLE LAYERS
OF QUANTUM DOTS

Based on our results for characterizing QD-polymer voxels sys-
tematically, the quantity of QDs embedded in polymeric struc-
tures is highly related to its volumes, which can be realized
beyond the diffraction limit by our developed DLW-TPP plat-
form. That way, we created single layers of QDs by carefully
adjusting the laser parameters during the DLW-TPP process,
shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(d). The measured height of the QD-
polymer line is around 15 nm; this value is a bit larger than
the average size of QDs (<10 nm), which is because the QDs
are surrounded by a polymer shell, as shown in Fig. 5(e). Thus,
the QD-polymer line can be approximated by a single layer of
QDs. Although the aggregation of QDs was observed in the
inset of Fig. 5(e), the outline of each QD can still be roughly
identified, which enables us to count the total number of QDs
with this area. Thus, the QDs density can also be calculated by
D � N∕S, with N being the total number of QDs, which is
335 according to the Fig. 5(e), while S is the area of the single
layer of QDs, which can be calculated by 5000 nm × 500 nm
(length × width). The semi-ellipsoid voxel has the height of
17 nm, as shown in Fig. 2(f ), which is roughly the same thick-
ness of a single layer of QDs (15 nm). The area can be calcu-
lated by πd 2∕4, where d � 125 nm indicates the diameter of

the voxel. Therefore, the calculated QDs number inside this
voxel is 1.65 (rounded to two). There are a total of 5 or 6 QDs
that can be estimated by taking into account the QDs outside
and near this voxel, as shown in the Fig. 2(f ). The PL of a single
layer of QDs can also be detected, showing future potential
applications in the context of hybrid LED devices, photonic
crystals, and optical lasing [54–57].

APPENDIX B: EFFECT OF QD MASS
CONCENTRATION ON FAR-FIELD PL

The effect of the QDs mass concentration in the photopolymer
liquid was also investigated by far-field PL intensity. We made
three liquid photo-polymerizable formulations with three
different QD mass concentrations. C � 3.6 mg∕g is the origi-
nal QD solutions dispersed in 1 g PETA monomer solution
(used as polymer matrix), C1 � 1.8 mg∕g, and C2 �
0.9 mg∕g. We fabricated the voxels matrices using the same
laser parameters (laser power 10–20 mW, exposure time
1–5 ms) for the three formulations and selected one voxel with
a similar volume from each sample in order to analyze the dif-
ference of the emission between them. For each selected voxel,
40 repeated emission measurements with same measurement
parameters have been done to obtain stable, accurate, as well
as averaged spectra. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the QDs emission
from the voxel structure decreases as the QDs mass concentra-
tion decreases. It is promising to obtain few or even single QDs
inside a single polymeric voxel.

Fig. 5. (a)–(d) Fabrication of a single layer of QDs by controlling laser printing parameters �P,T ,H �. (e) SEM image of a single QD layer of the
QD-polymer nanocomposite; this sample is the same as (d). The inset shows the detailed part marked with a yellow square.

Fig. 6. Relationship between QD concentration and far-field PL
of QD-polymer voxels.
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APPENDIX C: ION-EXCHANGED WAVEGUIDES
AND THE INDEX MISMATCH

IEWs have been used for many optical and photonic applica-
tions due to the fact that they have low propagation loss
(<0.1 dB∕cm), are with low cost, can have single mode propa-
gation in the visible spectrum, and are compatible with com-
mercial fibers. In our work, the commercial IEWs (Teem
Photonics) have a refractive index gradient distribution in glass
due to the thermal diffusion of silver ions inside the glass sub-
strate [32]. The highest refractive index of each IEW is around
1.57 with a refractive index for the glass around 1.5. That
makes a significant index difference of Δn � 0.07, as shown
in Fig. 7(a). This nonhomogeneous refractive index of IEWs
may result in a local index mismatch, which could decrease

the coupling of QD emission into the corresponding wave-
guide. Besides, there could also be an index mismatch between
the effective refractive index of our QD-polymer nanocompos-
ites and the IEWs, which reduces the coupling efficiency as
well. An optimized equivalent refractive index can be obtained
by adjusting the QDs mass concentration. Figure 7(b) shows
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulated results of a
fundamental TE mode source propagating along this wave-
guide at 590 nm. The close proximity of the QD-polymer
nanostructures and waveguide allows the energy transfer be-
tween QDs and IEWs through an evanescent wave coupling
mechanism [58].

APPENDIX D: PL MEASUREMENT SET-UP AND
FIBER-WAVEGUIDE FACET ALIGNMENT

A home-built PL measurement set-up is used to detect the QD
emission coupled to the IEW, as shown in Fig. 8(a). A 617 nm
LED light source below the sample stage allows individual de-
vices to be imaged. The input single mode fiber (mounted
on an x-y-z piezoelectric stage) is aligned at the end of the
corresponding waveguide facet with a 640 nm continuous
laser to optimize the fiber-IEW coupling. Some of the align-
ment light is scattered out of the waveguide plane. The spatial
distribution of the light intensity along the waveguides is pro-
jected onto a CCD camera, and this allows us to observe
the light propagation and to pre-align our waveguides with
the optical fiber. Once the input fiber is properly aligned, the
sample is excited from the top by switching an excitation
laser at 532 nm through a 60 times microscope objective

Fig. 7. (a) Refractive index distribution of the IEW. (b) jE j field
cross-section distribution with a 590 nm TE propagating mode along
the IEW; the white solid line indicates the amplitude distribution
vertical to the interface.

Fig. 8. (a) Experimental fiber-IEW coupling stage. (b) Fiber coupled with the IEWs sample. (c) Microcopy image of fiber-IEWs coupling,
enlarging the yellow dashed square in (b). (d) Coupled alignment laser scattered by QD-polymer voxel. White dashed line represents the corre-
sponding waveguide.
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(numerical aperture,NA � 0.9). The QD emission coupled to
the IEWs is collected and detected by a CCD-cooled spectrom-
eter. The far-field QD emission can also be collected by a multi-
mode fiber and directed through a 540 nm long-pass filter
towards another commercial portable spectrometer.

Pre-alignment of the fiber and of the waveguide ensures that
we are able to measure the QD emission from the waveguide
facet. The external 640 nm CW laser is focused into a fiber, and
then coupled into the IEW. Fiber-waveguide coupling is
achieved by adjusting the position of the fiber tip via a piezo
electric translation stage. The leakage of propagating light along
the waveguide makes it possible to optimize the coupling visu-
alized by our home-made optical microscope. Figure 8(b)
shows the experimental fiber-waveguide sample coupling stage,
where the red light line on the IEW sample surface indicates the
propagating 640 nm laser which in this case means a good cou-
pling efficiency. Figure 8(c) shows the enlarged optical image
from the yellow dashed square in Fig. 8(b). No scattering light
between the fiber and the IEW is observed when the optical
fiber mode and the IEW waveguide mode have a good overlap.
At the position of the QD-polymer voxels on the waveguide
placed far away from the waveguide input facet, a clear light
spot is observed due to the guiding laser scattered by the struc-
ture, which helps us optimize the fiber-to-waveguide align-
ment, as shown in Fig. 8(d).

APPENDIX E: EFFECT OF QD POSITION ON
THE QD-IEW COUPLING EFFICIENCY

The QDs are randomly dispersed inside the fabricated poly-
meric nanostructures, which means that the coupling efficiency
is highly related to a given QD position inside the nanostruc-
ture. It is thus necessary to analyze the effect of the QD position
on the coupling efficiency. To estimate the coupling efficiency
between the embedded QDs and the IEW, we simulated the
mode propagation in the IEW using FDTD numerical simu-
lations. For that, we approximate the QD emission with an
x-oriented electric dipole source radiating inside the polymeric
structure with an oval shape on the IEW. We fix the diameter
of the voxel to be around 500 nm with 500 nm height. The
total emitted power carried by the fundamental TE mode sup-
ported by IEWs is collected through a power monitor at the
waveguide’s cross section. QD emission propagates along two
directions (−y and �y, the incoming and outgoing direction to
the paper) and, considering the same situation for both, we
only calculate the coupling for one direction. Figure 9(a) shows
the coupling efficiency as a function of the QD position along
the x axis. The coupling efficiency decreases slowly because the
refractive index of the IEW gradient changes. The result shows
0.22% coupling efficiency for the optimized QD position (at the
center attached on the surface of the IEW). Figure 9(b) shows
the effect of the QD position on the coupling efficiency along
the z axis, and a near exponential relationship similar to the elec-
tric-field distribution at the interface is observed in Fig. 7(b). The
electric-field intensity of the guided light mode decreases expo-
nentially along the direction perpendicular to the surface, and
thus, for the embedded QDs (inside the voxels) away from the
interface, the emission coupling efficiency is relatively low even
if the refractive indices are close.

In fact, IEW has the maximum electric-field intensity inside
IEW (0.52 μm below the surface). Coupling efficiency could be
increased to 2.5% (10 times higher than from the surface) by
simulating a QD located at this position. We should mention
that in our work, the QD polymer can only be integrated on
the substrate surface. The IEWs can also be completely buried
as opposed to being at the surface. We would then need to place
QDs in dips inside the etched waveguide. This is another way
of coupling light from QDs to the waveguide. Preliminary
FDTD simulations suggest an optimization of the dip location
and size that is not trivial. We also currently work on efficient
interfaces using high refractive index layers in order to increase
the light coupling between our nanostructures and the IEWs.

APPENDIX F: SIMULATED EMISSION
SPECTRUM

QDs are semiconductor materials whose emission wavelengths
are determined not only by their material composition but
also by their dimensions (size and shape) [59]. As a result,
the ensemble PL spectrum of a QD-polymer nanocomposite
is defined by the convolution of the average emission of the
individual QD and the size distribution of the QDs in the
nanostructure, as schematically depicted in Fig. 10(a). We
simulated the total transmission of an IEW coupled with light
from ensemble QDs inside a polymeric voxel, as shown in
Fig. 10(b). Here, 11 dipole sources with different polarizations
and different emission wavelengths (ranging from 540 to
650 nm, with FWHMs about 7 nm) were placed randomly
inside a polymer voxel. The fitted total transmission spectrum

Fig. 9. QD-IEW coupling efficiency as a function of the QD posi-
tion along (a) x and (b) z.

Fig. 10. (a) Schematic of an ensemble PL spectrum that consists of
the individual QD emission spectrum convolved with the interparticle
inhomogeneities. (b) Simulated transmission spectrum for 11 QDs
emission coupled into IEW propagating modes.
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has two dominant peaks at 588.6 nm and 565.8 nm, which are
from the two dipoles quite near the center at the interface (veri-
fied by the simulation model). The emission from the two di-
poles is easily optically coupled to the propagation optical mode
of the waveguide, Therefore, in our work, the emission spec-
trum collected from a few QDs coupled into the IEW has a
narrower PL line width [Fig. 4(c)] than the far-field ensemble
spectrum [Fig. 4(b)], which might account for the inhomo-
geneous distribution of QDs size and is characterized by a
broad PL line width.
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